Faculty Personnel Policies Council 2003-4
Minutes of meeting 6 – 11/21/03

Present:  Torabzadeh (Chair), Chung, Cohn, Decyk, Fata, Hartung, Johnson, Kellogg,
Leung, Sievers, Wiley

Excused: Janousek, Moore-Steward

MSP agenda with addition after 3. Wiley on the Legacy Lecture
MSP minutes of meeting #5 with the correction that Chung was excused
MSP minutes of meeting #4

Discussion of the Legacy Lecture:
Wiley: The Legacy Lecture seems to have lost its University function or its University identity.  It is on hold for this year.
The question is whether the Legacy Lecture should be tied to some other award, such as the Outstanding Professor Award and/or the Nicolas Perkins Hardeman award.

Discussion included the following points:
The Faculty Center for Professional Development has been inclusive of all faculty
   Tying the Legacy Lecture to the Outstanding Professor Award the FCPD would mean 
   that no lecturer would ever give a Legacy Lecture.
The nomination process for the Legacy Lecture is a mystery. Perhaps there should be a clearer nomination process.
Perhaps the Legacy Lecture need not be someone near the end of his/her career.
Perhaps the Legacy Lecture should be done separately by colleges
Perhaps the Legacy Lecture could be tied to the Odyssey Program – the two Colleges
   Responsible for Odyssey in a given year would be responsible for the Legacy Lecture 
   As well

The Chairs Subcommittee:
   The report by the Chairs is progressing
   A suggestion has been made to include a Chair on the Labor/Management Committee
   There are suggestions to include the Chairs as part of faculty governance
      Perhaps have a Chair Senator
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The Civility Subcommittee:
  The Subcommittee sought clarification of its task
     Is it developing a set of recommendations and procedures to follow or a policy?
  Suggestion: the faculty needs to have guidelines and procedures
  There seem to be two senses of protection at issue:
     a) Protection from continuing, recurring or escalating incidents with a particular 
         student
    b) Fairness and due process for faculty who report incidences
   Suggestion to continue drafting  guidelines and procedures
   Suggestion to consult with Student Services, the Ombuds, and Counseling and 
         Psychological Services

The Subcommittee on RTP:
All College RTP committees have been contacted

The Subcommittee on Evaluation:
That we develop good practices for the reasonable use of whatever form we use
Questions about changes in reporting the data:
   Could we have double reporting – both normed and unnormed ?
   Could we have the numbers  reported in quartiles?
How can we develop a new culture about teaching?

The meeting was adjourned at 2:45 pm

Respectfully submitted,

Betsy Decyk

These minutes have not yet been approved.
   




